
DUTIES OF THE COURT MANAGERS AND

SENIOR COURT MANAGERS,.."..~~
(See Para No.10 of the Maharashtra Court Manager

Recruitment and Conditions of Service Rules, 2011)

1. Para nO.10 ( I ).( 1 ). DUTY:

The Court Manager shall assist the Principal District

Judge in the administrative functioning of the Courts to enhance the

efficiency of the Court Management:

1. To suggest steps to organize the internal staffing structure of

the District Court with reference to the Civil and Criminal

Manuals and the relevant Acts.

2. To be in charge of the management of the non-judicial court

personnel other than the Registrar.

3. To prepare and submit projects from time to -time, to increase
'"

the amount of time the judges are able to spend in

adjudication.

4. To prepare and submit projects for the personnel

management, fiscal management, information systems, space

and equipment (stationery & dead stock) management and

public information.

5. To act as Member-Secretary of the District Level Coordination

Committees like Warrant Execution Monitoring Committee,

Committee for the Scrutiny of the Stale and Ineffective Cases,

Committee for Monitoring the Production of Under-trial

accused, Purchases Committee, Lok Adalat Preparation

Committee, etc.
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6. To act as the Court's PRO (i.e. Public Relations Officer), to

establish communication with the litigants and staff for finding,

problems and suggestin'Q'"solutions to the Principal District

Judge for resolving the same.

7. To issue press notes and liaise with the press as per the

directions of the Principal District Judge.

8. To assist the Information Officer of the District Court and the

Appellate Authority under the Right to Information Act.

9. To do research and give suggestions through the Principal

District Judge, for adopting the best practices by the judges

and staff in consonance with the laws and Civil and Criminal

Manuals.

2. Para No.10.(1){2). DUTY:

The administrative functions of the Principal District Judge may be

entrusted to the Court Manager and the latter shall assist the Principal

District Judge in exercising general control over. the Courts and in the

inspection of the Subordinate Courts:

1. To liaise with the Government and Non-Government

Secretarial Officers on tile matters concerning the District

Court .

.1'2. To attend and prepare minutes of different Advisory

..Committees' and to follow up' the decisions and

recommendations of such Committees.

3. To plan and prepare the calender for the inspections to be

2
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conducted by the Principal District Judge as per Chapter-39 of

the Civil Manual.

4. To suggest the periodical returns an'd statements to be called.r •..:-

from the Subordinate Courts by the Principal District Judge, in

accordance with Chapter-39 of the Civil Manual.

5. To visit in advance the Subordinate Courts, which are to be

periodically inspected by the Principal District Judge and to

suggest the areas which need attention during the inspection.

6. To make analysis of the pendency, disposal and institution of

the cases on the basis of the data collected during such

inspection and to give suggestions to the Inspectjng Judge in

preparing the inspection notes, for enhancement in the

performance of the Court.

3. Para NO.10. (II) (1). POLICIES AND STANDARQS:

Based on applicable directives of superior courts, establish the

performance standards applicable to the Court (including timeliness,

efficiency, quality of Court performance: infrastructure; and human

resource; access to justice; as well as for systems for Court

management and case management):

1. To manage preparation of budget and supervise the proper

utilization of the budget allocations received for different

purposes.

2. To analyse and prepare the year-wise reports of pending

cases and suggest time stipulation graph for disposal of cases

like those of the under-trial accused, offences against women,
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children, scheduled castes and scheduled tribes, cases of the

senior citizens, cases against police personnel and other .

public servants, cases of Cheque dishonour, maintenance,
••'l"",,~

domestic violence etc., for which time limits have been

prescribed by various Acts or Rules.

3. To analyse the pendency, institution and disposal of the cases

and suggest and calibrate time stipulation graph for disposal of

the cases, for which no such specific time limits have been

prescribed.

4. To analyse the pendency of the cases and accordingly prepare

a Calender for the Gram Nyayalayas, Link Courts and Mobile

Courts, wherever they are functioning.

5. To analyse the pendency and suggest distribution of the cases

to different courts for their speedy disposal.

6. To analyse the pendency and suggest classification of cases

and their allotment as per the speciality and expertise of the

judges in those cases,

7. To analyse the pendency of the ready Suits and to suggest the

use of sine die list as per Chapter-9 of the Civil Manual and in

consonance with the time stipulation graph and to suggest

transfer of such excess cases to other Courts.

8. To collect information of physically challenged (especially

MACP claimants), infirm and age-old litigants and to suggest
.f

allotmenUtransfer of their cases to the Courts, having regard to
, .. .

their convenience.
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4. Para No.10. (11)(2). POLICIES AND STANDARDS:

Carry out an evaluation of the compliance of the Court with such

standards; identify deficiencies and, deviations; identify steps required to

achieve compliance; maintain such an evaluation on a current basis

through annual updates:

1. To study the disposal time-limits prescribed by the Supreme

Court, the High Court and various Statutes;

2. To study the inspection notes and evaluate the compliance of

the Courts with those prescribed standards and to present the

evaluation report before the Principal District Judge.

3. To identify deficiencies and deviations and suggest the steps

to achieve compliance;

4. To suggest steps like increase in the number of the Judges

and increase or deputation of staff, as per the need.

5. To suggest steps for holding the Jail-Courts etc., for the early

disposal of under-trial cases.

6. To maintain such evaluation on a current basis through annual

updates.

7. To give directions to the in charge of the copying section to

make optimum use of the mail through CIS for the prompt

issuance of the certified copies and to remove bottlenecks in

the working of copying agency to ensure timely delivery of the

certified copies.

8. To periodically inspect the branches of institution, record room,

correspondence, accounts, copying,. writ compliance, dead
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stock, stationery, Muddemal, computer section, video

conference etc., and to find and devise ways and means to

improve their upkeep and efficiency.

5. Para No.1 0.(111)(1). PLANNING:

In consultation with the stakeholders of a court (including the Bar,

ministerial staff, Executive Agencies supporting judicial function such as

prosecutors/police/process serving agencies and court users), prepare

and update annually 5 years court-wise Court Development Plan

(COP):

1. To take steps to form District level and Taluka Level

Committees of the stake holders including the Bar, Ministerial

staff, Prosecutors, Police, Process serving agencies and the

Court users, for consultation to prepare and update the COP.

2. To be the Member-Secretary of the District Level Committee.

3. To prepare Calender of their periodical meetings.

4. To prepare and update annually 5 years court-wise COP for

each court and additional courts and submit the same to the

Principal District Judge.

5. To include in the COP the basic amenities like the waiting

rooms for the witnesses and litigants, drinking water, canteen,

Bar rooms with separate rooms for lady advocates, libraries,

mediation, video conference room, prisoners cell, court

security cell, legal stationery services etc."
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6. Para No.10. Para No.10. (111)(2). PLANNING:

Planning: Monitor the implementation of the Court Development Plan

and report to superior authorities on progress:

1. To monitor the implementation of the Court Development Plan,

2. To ensure timeliness and efficiency in achieving the same.

3. To report the progress on timely basis, to the Principal District

Judge.

7. Para No.10. (IV)(1). INFORMATION AND STATISTICS:

Information and statistics: Ensure that statistics on all aspects of the

functioning of the Court are complied and reported accurately and

promptly in accordance with system established by the High Court:

1. To monitor and ensure that the returns, as per Chapter-38 of

the Civil Manual, Chapter-31 of the Criminal Manual and other

periodical returns, are submitted within the stipulated time, by

the District Court and Subordinate Courts.

2. To monitor, evaluate and suggest the improvements for

accurate and prompt reporting.

3. To find and dissolve the process gaps in submission of the
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returns and reports from the Taluka Courts for timely

submission of the same.

8.· Para No.10. (IV)(2). INFORMATION AND STATISTICS:

Information and statistics: Ensure that reports on statistics are duly

completed and provided as required:

1. To do data analysis of the statistics collected by the statistical

department and prepare and maintain graphical representation

of the statistics of the institution, disposal and pendency of the

cases.

2. To take steps for reconciliation of the manually submitted

periodical returns and balance sheets of cases with the CIS

generated returns and balance sheets.

9. Para No.10.(V). COURT MANAGEMENT:

Ensure that the processes and procedures of the Court (including for filing,

scheduling, conduct of adjudication, access to information and
./

documents and grievance redressal) are fully compliant with the policies

and standards established by the High Court for Court Management
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and that they safeguard quality, ensure efficiency and timeliness, and

minimize costs to litigants and to the State, and enhance access to

justice. (Note: standard systems. for Court management should be

developed at the High Court level):

_1. To participate in all administrative committee meetings

conducted by the Principal District Judge.

2. To monitor sending copies of judgments and orders to various

authorities as prescribed in the Acts, Civil Manual and Criminal

Manual.

3. To ensure optimum use of the forums of Mediation, Lok Adalat

and Permanent Lok Adalat as per the requirement of section

89 of the Civil Procedure Code.

4. To ensure the optimum utilization of the Video Conference

facility.

5. To monitor and ensure the implementation of the provisions

regarding Muddemal, contained in the Code of Criminal

Procedure, the Criminal Manual and other Acts/Rules.

6. To analyse the execution of processes by the Bailiffs and give

suggestions to eliminate the deficiencies.

7. To analyse the compliance of Writs and to suggest measures

for their timely compliance.

10. Para No.10. (VI). CASE MANAGEMENT:

To ensure that the case management systems are fully complaint with the

9
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policies and standards established by the High Court for the case

management and that they address the legitimate needs of each.

individual litigant in terms of quality, efficiency and timeliness, costs to
.t"~~

litigants and to the State. (Note: Standard systems for case

.management should be developed at the High Court level):

1. To place suggestions before the Principal District Judge about

how to improvise the case flow system.

2. To evolve and implement the procedures for the case

management as per the standards prescribed by the Supreme

Court, the High Court, Civil Manual, Criminal Manual and

various legislations.

3. To assist the judges with a view to enhancing the efficiency of

the case management and resultant improvement in timely

disposal.

4. To support the judges in performing administrative duties,

thereby enabling the judges to devote more time to the judicial

functions.

11.ParwNo.1 O.(VII). RESPONSIVEN ESS MANAGEMENT:

Access to Justice: Legal Aid and User Friendliness: Ensure that the Courts

meet the standards established by the High Court on access to justice,
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legal aid and user friendliness:

1. To coordinate with the District Legal ~ervices Authority and the

Taluka Legal Services Committees in preparation of the panels

of free legal aid counsel for remand duties, jail visits and for

trials, as per section 304 of the Code of Criminal Procedure

and other laws.

2. To plan and ensure their training programmes with the help of

the Legal Services Authorities.

3. To monitor the updating of the District Court website for

prompt and accurate uploading of the orders, judgments, etc.

12.
-

Para No~O. (VIII). QUALITY MANAGEMENT:

Ensure that Court meets quality of adjudication standards established by

the High Court:

1. Ensuring and suggesting for quality work in all

departments.

2. To organize workshops, sensitization programmes and

seminars with the help of the District Legal Service Authority

for excelling the quality of adjudicating standards.
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3. To get himself updated with the latest legislative changes

and circulate the same to the judges.

13. Para No.10. (IX). HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT:

Ensure that Human Resource Management of ministerial staff in the Court

comply with the Human Resource Management standards established

by the High Court:

1. To assist the Principal District Judge in all human resource

activities like hiring, removal, discipline, fringe benefits,

supervision, allocation and training of the staff.

2. To suggest steps for handover of duties of the staff in a

smooth and accountable manner.
-

3. To screen, interact and recommend the names from the

existing court personnel to perform the functions of the bench

clerks, statistics clerks (Criminal Shirastedar), computer

system administrators etc. as per their educational

qualifications and work experience.

'. 4: : To facilitate adrninisfrative work relating to pay fixation,

increments, timely submission of pension papers of the judicial

and non-judicial personnel and grant of ACPs and redressal

of grievances of the non-judicial personnel.

5. To plan and manage Induction Trainings and Refresher

Courses for the staff.

12
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6. To screen the Annual Confidential Reports of the non-

judicial personnel other than the Registrar and

Superintendents and to develop modality to put up necessary
.r.~~

office note as per the rules,. for being submitted before the

Reviewing Authority.

7. To recommend training of the incumbents whose

performance was assessed as Average or Below Average, by

the Reviewing Authority in the Annual Confidential Reports.

8. To take steps for constitution of Grievance Committees for

protection of women-staff from abuse, as per the Sexual

Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition

and Redressal) Act, 2013.

9. To suggest outsourcing of certain non-judicial services like

maintenance of photo-copying machines and computer

hardware etc, security managemenf, cleaning, sanitation,

electrification, data feeding etc., and to find out the agencies

providing such services.

14. Para NO.10. (X). CORE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT:

Ensure that the core system of the Court are established and function

effectively (documentation) management; utilities management;

infrastructure and facilities management; financial system management

(audits: accounts; payments):

·1.' To take steps for constitution of a Committee consisting of

the Principal District Judge and the members of the District

Court Advisory Committee, Registrar, Nazirand other

13
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Superintendents for the effective management of the Core

System and to organize its meetings, as its Member-Secretary.

2. To take steps for constitution of Sub-cornrnittees of Core

System Management each to be headed by a Judicial Officer

and to include as members the concerned Government

officers like Treasury Officer, Executive Engineer of the

P.W.D., MSDCL (MSEB), District Collector, the concerned

Bank Managers, Prison Officer, Post Office, Telecom Office,

NIC., etc., considering the nature of the work of the sub-

committee, to look after the core systems pertaining to the

documentation management; utilities management;

infrastructure and facilities management including security

management, financial system management (audits; accounts;

payments).

3. To prepare a Calender of their meetings and organize the

meetings of the District Level Committee.
"'.

4. To follow up the decisions taken by the Committee and

Sub-Committees.

5. To oversee that the library section is updated.

15. Para NO.10. (XI)(1). IT SYSTEM MANAGEMENT:

Ensure that IT systems of the Court comply with standards established
•.f

by the High Court and are fully functional:

1.· ,,' E-MANAGEMENT: Implementation and managing
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requirements under the e-Courts project includinq the data

entry initiation as well as managing the service rollout under
,

the e-Court project. .,,~,

2. To monitor and ensure that all IT Systems of the Courts are

fully functional and work as per the standards established by

High Court.

3. To plan and manage the optimum use of the CIS for all

possible purposes like copying, Muddemal, accounts, fine,

dead-stock, dispatch, library, court-fees, cases-institution and

disposal, generation of process, Roznamas etc.

4. To evaluate and implement a project for digitalization of the

Court Records, in a time bound and phased manner.

5. To prepare and submit projects for the software

programmes for different purposes as per the needs.

6. To suggest inclusion, exclusion or modification of the fields

in the data feeding in the CIS viz., inclusion of categories of

physically challenged litigants etc.

16. Para No.10. (XI)(2). IT SYSTEM MANAGEMENT : Feed

the proposed National Arrears Grid to be set up to monitor the disposal

of cases in all the Courts, as and when it is set up:
/

• To plan and monitor the feeding of the National Arrears

Grid whenever it is set up to monitor the disposal of cases.
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